
categories Scoring Criteria Score

Submission
points

Points for the ability to submit an application following the
instructions. Correct photos and description requested. See below

for examples
/10

Overall look
What the lash set looks like overall with consideration to the
mapping, styling, lengths, suitability for model, presentation,

cleanliness etc
/10

Direction
Direction of the lashes applied on all areas of the eye ensuring the
styling is consistent and flows whilst incorporating symmetry across

both eyes.
/10

Lash shape Shaping and mapping suitable for client, even on both sides and
consistent /10

Symmetry
Both eyes must be symmetrical and even. If there is asymmetry with
the models eyes, this should be stated and mentioned in your work

description and how you mitigated this with your styling.
/10

Fan consistency
Fan width, whether the width is appropriate for models lashes. Must

look tidy and not criss crossed. No gaps and consistency of
thickness across both eyes. Lash line should look full and even.

/10

Cleanliness of
work

Adhesive amount control and cleanliness of natural lashes. Presence
of loose lashes, debris on lashes or markings on the skin will lose

points.
/10

Coverage
Coverage of natural lashes from the very inner corners to the outer

corners considering how many natural lashes are left without
extensions placed on them.

/10

General
impression

Presentation of work and model choice. No red eyes, make up or
model appearance presentation considered. Keep it neat! /10



Category  Score

Transition
Upper lash line must be even. Use a variety of lash lengths to ensure

the shape of the lash extensions applied are seamless. Natural
lashes poking through or longer than the lashes applied wont be

penalised, please note this in your work description.

/10

Bonus Points

Using and mixing 3 or more curls to suit the model and styling
Using lengths 4mm, 5mm and 6 mm
Using L, M and L+ Curls
Using a variety of lengths (5 plus)
For coloured Sets, using 2 or more colours

Additional points granted for the following to show a higher skill
level of your application. Points can be obtained from

Max 2 extra points for each of the above totalling 6 points. or 8
points for Coloured sets
These points must be included in your work description for the judge
to be aware of your use and to prompt them to check your photos
for evidence of such.

/8

 Maximum Score 108 /108



Submission Photos

The Submission entry must contain the following photos
 

Before Application:
    1. Full face photo without lashes, eyes open 
   2.. Full face lying down from above - behind models head with eyes
closed - no extensions applied, clean natural lashes. 

After Application
   3. Full face photo After lash application
   4. Full face photo from above
   5. Left Eye - eye open
   6. Right Eye - eye open

Application Photos
   7. Left Eye - Lash placement to show isolation,  cleanliness, distance from
lash line, symmetry, attachment of lash
   8. Left Eye - Lash placement to show isolation,  cleanliness, distance from
lash line, symmetry, attachment of lash
   9. Lash Mapping on eye pad when applied to the eye

Please include information and description about your lash mapping and
the lashes used   (thickness, curl, length of lashes)



Photo Examples

1.Before Lash Application 2. After Lash Application

  

3. Before from Above 4. After From Above

  

5 + 6. After for left and right eye 7 + 8. Application/isolation photo

  



Description of Work Example

I have used lashes in 0.07 3D handmade fans. I used lengths from 6mm- 12mm
back down to 7mm. CC Curl and a few C curl.

 
I blended through lengths from 6mm - 12mm from the inner corners. The 12mm

section started at the highest point of the lid above the iris of the eye.
 

 I used shorter lengths on mid and top layers to keep top line neat and in line.
 

On the left eye, I kept the 12mm length on bottom and mid layer and only
reduced the top layer by 1mm, this was to help add length to lift the eye. I then

worked through the layers using mainly CC curls through out the entire set to the
outer corners to help lift the left lower eye and hide the slight right hood.

 
I used C curls in shorter lengths on the top layers to ensure the fans

blend on the top line. I then continued to lash the longest length on the lower
layer and mid layer with 1mm shorter on top layer down from 11mm, 10mm, 9mm,

8mm and 7mm. 
 

If you are entering a handmade volume category, the fans must be handmade. If you
use pre-made lashes, please enter the pre made / pro made category.

 
You can use both black or clear adhesive

 
Lash Colours for all categories except coloured category must be black or brown

shades of lashes.
 

Coloured lashes are to only be used in the coloured lash set category. Not all the
lashes in the coloured set need to be coloured, you can use black and brown lashes in

your coloured set category submissions.


